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Robert shares the top 28 life lessons you'll learn during your college years.

Throughout the duration of your time in college, there are certain life lessons that you will pick

up and take into the ‘big bad world’.  No doubt some these will be crucial in the future, others

will simply be accomplishments of the time spent in third level education.

1. If you drink “cheap” !3 beer for long enough, you eventually get used to how sh*te it

tastes.

2. College is one the few places outside of the gym that tracksuits are deemed

‘grand’ by society, so cherish that while it lasts.

3. All the smart students know that a 1,200 word essay is really a 1,000 word essay.

 Don’t be fooled into throwing a paragraph full of nonsense that you don’t believe, so why would

your lecturer ?

4. You’ll probably learn from pre-drinking in other peoples halls/houses, that the

key factors to an active social life are a good set of speakers and plastic cups for drinks.

5. When it comes to reading lists, you would probably be smarter if you read the

books, but saner if you embraced the snippets handed out in class.

6. There is no such thing as “FREE DRINK” or “FREE PIZZA”, this will usually end up

with you in a pointless seminar, making donations, or taking a survey you don’t want too.

7. However, there is such a thing as free t-shirts/hoodies. And they’re almost a ritual in
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societies.

8. Once you’re in college, any discussion about what you got in your Leaving Cert is

no longer relevant and pretty much a no go area.

9. You probably need about eight hours sleep nightly, but that is soon replaced by

three hours sleep and coffee.  Yet, you always hope this pattern will change.

10. Assignments that should take more than a week, are usually done within a few

hours the night before.

11. Good people are usually good roommates in college.

12. NEVER! pay full price for a textbook.  At least get a student discount or a bit of aid

from faculty.

13. Also never buy it until you really need it, too many students have lost their sanity

from buying books and never using them.

14. If the student diet isn’t saving you !’s, then you must be doing something

wrong when buying pizza, noodles, and beans.

15. Experimenting on your personality and appearance be it clothes, music etc is

the norm in college, no one minds your drastic changes.

16. You will probably read countless pieces about hook-up culture in college.

17. Although you will probably hear more about the lack of it from your friends

and others on campus.

18. There will always be one lecturer that you will look to for advice on the world

outside college. They have the answers, you have the questions.

19. However, some of them have a weird mental connection that assigning most of

their work for the same date is a good idea.

20. Making new friends/networking is key.

20. If someone wakes you from a power nap between classes, you aren’t required to

forgive them.

21.  You may wonder if the path/course you have chosen is the correct one, but will

overcome this doubting state of mind and pioneer.

22. As a Fresher, you thought everything you did was awesome.  But sometimes

looking back can only lead to a severe case of cringe-worthy moments.  But who cares, it is

college after all.

23. Don’t be that person who makes it their goal to tell everyone how busy they are

and how little sleep they got last night.  It is obnoxious.

24. Taking advantage of student cards and discounts are a must, you will regret

this in life after college if you don’t.  THE HORROR!

25. Friends and events outside of lectures will occasionally be more beneficial.

 Choose wisely and you shall succeed.

26.  Do something you have a passion for in college, you want it to make you feel good

and look the part on your CV.

27. Sometimes during a semester, you can acquire an overwhelming sense of

doubt about college, but hang in there, it gets better.

28. Three or four years in, college may seem like a long time, but if you make the most

of it, you can feel a sense of fulfillment when walking out those gates with a qualification in your

hand.


